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This thesis ventures the discussion of Dual Voice play and the application of Free 
Indirect Discourse in Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book.  
Free indirect discourse is a deliberate literary device employed by the narrator to 
achieve the Dual Voice play in Tripmaster Monkey. Dual Voice play is a distinctive 
narrative feature of Tripmaster Monkey enabled by the paralleling of the narrator’s 
voice and the protagonist’s voice. The voice of Wittman the protagonist is given a 
Baktinian character independence and enjoys a equal status with the voice of the 
narrator. In addition, Tripmaster Monkey also witnesses the thematic complexity of 
Wittman’s voice and the tremendous difference between the tones of the two voices. 
The alignment of the three factors not only reveals Dual Voice to be a general 
narrative feature of the book but warrants the extensive application of Free Indirect 
Discourse. The trickster narrator adopts different narrative strategies to vary the 
distance between her voice and the voice of the protagonist, thus to express a 
complicated attitude towards the protagonist and to deliver insightful comments on 
the issue in question. Free Indirect Discourse, owing to its special nature, has become 
one of the handiest tools for the narrator to achieve the voice play.  
Free Indirect Discourse is a special mode of speech and thought presentation 
obtained against the diegesis/mimesis hypothesis. The hypothesis regards narrative as 
a mimesis of the reality and characters in fiction as a mimesis of lifelike person. In the 
transportation of the character’s speech and thoughts into the narrative, the narrator 
could choose between delivering the speech/thoughts in exactly the same way as their 
immediate happening or summarizing the character’s speech/thoughts in the narrator’s 
language. The former method displays the mimetic inclination, while the latter the 
diegetic. Free Indirect Discourse is an intermediate mode among the continuum of 
speech and thought presentation. As a result, Free Indirect Discourse is tended to be 
read as being able to accommodate two voices: the voice of the narrator and the voice 















enable it to be recognized in the text also confirm this DUAL VOICE nature of Free 
Indirect Discourse. The evaluative function of Free Indirect Discourse is bred from 
this nature. The narrator, through his/her editing in the reports of the character’s 
speech and thoughts, could choose between proximity and distance from the voice of 
the character, resulting in the effects of irony or empathy, or to express even more 
complicated attitude towards/comments on the character.  
The consistency between the Dual Voice nature of Free Indirect Discourse and 
Tripmaster Monkey’s general narrative feature has forecasted the literary usefulness of 
Free Indirect Discourse in Tripmaster Monkey. The thesis focuses on the narrator’s 
adroit manipulation of Free Indirect Discourse along the line of the artistic evolution 
of Wittman. Wittman starts as a hyper-sensitive assimilationist imprisoned in rigid 
binary mindset. However, as he sets out to write, plan and stage his theatre, with the 
help of theatre and the community he has built up, he has achieved his own artistic 
evolution and is finally able to accept and interact with other voices. The application 
of Free Indirect Discourse has well silhouetted the progressing and direction of such 
an evolution. When the contention and concession of the narrator’s voice and the 
protagonist’s voice grows intense in the early stages of Wittman’s artistic evolution, 
the narrator also sees to it that Free Indirect Discourse is frequently used to contain 
the drama and the subtlety. When it comes to the late stages of Wittman’s evolution, 
the narrator, on the contrary, has refrained from the use of Free Indirect Discourse to 
show narrative support to a relative mature voice which is able to speak independently 
for himself and his people. Specific Free Indirect Discourse excerpts have been 
picked up from the text and analyzed to illustrate the narrator’s varying attitude 
towards the protagonist on different stages of his artistic evolution. For most cases, 
the reading reveals a complicated latency, more often leading to the contemplation 
and insightful comments of the narrator on this issue at hand, rather than simply 
conveying pure irony or empathy.  
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    Critics used to shrink from the abstruseness of Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake 
Book1. The book is published in 1989, yet when writing a criticism over the book in 
1994, Isabella Furth marvels at the “surprising absence” (Furth, 36) of the novel from 
serious literary criticism. For more than five years the novel hasn’t been treated in any 
serious academic and professional journals. Isabella explains the phenomenon as the 
result of Maxine Hong Kingston’s 2  deliberate strategy to frustrate “the 
all-too-common critical tendency to totalize and anthropologize her work” (Furth, 35).  
Amendment could be found in the later literary criticism. The overall situation is 
that TM never really matches up to the attention on the first two books of MHK. It 
remains too rich and too unconventional to be pigeonholed into a simple catalogue. 
But what could be inferred from the review is that critics have overcome the initial 
shock and uneasiness. They start to appreciate and evaluate the difference introduced 
into the area by the author with the exuberant inclusiveness and even outrageous 
contradictions.  
The diversified approaches employed by the criticism in the interpretation of the 
book and the equally diversified conclusions they arrived at echo the encyclopedic 
thematic inclusiveness of TM. Jeanne Smith says TM “provides a good example of a 
contemporary writer creating theory with her fiction” (Smith, 73). In the course of 
time, a reconceptualized criticism will reveal even more diversified readings of the 
book, in the spirit of experiments encouraged by the book. 
This thesis proposes a close-to-text reading of TM by approaching the book from 
the linguistic and narratological perspective in the examination of the application of 
Free Indirect Discourse3 in TM. With the nature of being able to accommodate two 
voices within a small linguistic entity, FID has proved itself to be a useful tool in 
conveying the complicated and varying attitudes of the narrator towards the 
                                                        
1 Hereinafter referred to as TM. 
2 Hereinafter referred to as MHK. 
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protagonist. The author has proved her admiring craft in narrative manipulation with 
the adroit use of FID along the line of Wittman’s artistic evolution to achieve the Dual 
Voice play. 
 
The thesis consists of three chapters in addition to the Introduction and the 
Conclusion. 
Chapter One investigates the authenticity complex in Asian American studies 
and considers TM of MHK’s trilogy as the author’s continued efforts in the 
exploration of the authenticity argument and the recognition of difference by 
including two different even contradictory voices in the narrative.  
This part then goes on to present a general introduction of FID, as FID is a useful 
literary device employed by TM to realize the paralleling of the two voices. The 
introduction includes the theoretical background of FID, the definition of FID, the 
linguistic registers/narrative context for the recognition of FID, and the evaluative 
function of FID.  
Chapter Two attributes the two voices in TM to the narrator and the protagonist. 
The three key factors of TM which place Dual Voice play as a general narrative 
feature of TM meanwhile facilitate the extensive application of FID in TM are 
identified. This part also looks into some of the narrative strategies employed by the 
narrator to enact the Dual Voice play. 
Chapter Three traces the application of FID along the line of Wittman’s artistic 
evolution. Analysis of specific FID cases in alignment with the deliberate presence 
and absence of FID through which the Dual Voice play is dramatized helps to clarify 
the rich thematic engagement of the evolution as well as to silhouette the progressing 
of the evolution towards the maturation of Wittman’s voice in the interaction with 
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Chapter One Authenticity, FID and MHK’s TM 
 
1.1 The Authenticity Complex: TM and FID 
1.1.1 Authenticity Complex 
-- “It is exact, and it ought to be beautiful.” 
-- “But isn’t.”  
-- “But isn’t.” (Kingston, 166)  
The above quotation is excerpted from MHK’s TM and is a conversation between 
Wittman and Taña on their honeymoon trip to the Sutro’s upon envisaging the 
sculpture of a Japanese man. To pursue an effect of “true-to-life” (Kingston, 166) 
vividness for his sculpture, the artist even uses his own human hair for the hair on the 
statute. Alan Poe tells a similar perseverance for authenticity in a more metaphoric 
way in the novelette The Oval Portrait. The painter wants to create a portrait for his 
newly wed wife. He is so consumed by his ardor of art that he is unaware that he is 
drawing the tint directly from the cheeks of his beloved to spread on the canvas. His 
fanatic efforts earn him what he has wished, but the minute the picture is done, the 
minute the bride dies of paleness. Artistic creation seems to have the obsession with 
mimetic authenticity. In both cases the artists go to the extreme of transplanting part 
of the original into their creation. But such creation boasting the most exact mimesis 
of reality does not necessarily bring in aesthetic beauty. The oval portrait might be 
considered as a success for after many years it still subdues and appalls its observers 
with stunning beauty originating from “absolute life-likeliness” (Poe, 204), saddled 
with all the tragic sadness though. The statue at the entrance of Sutro, on the other 
hand, evokes only the sense of repulsive “freakiness” (Kington, 166).  
On contrary to the authenticity obsession, there is the tendency of deviation in 
artistic creation. In The Anxiety of Influence, Harold Bloom argues that poets, strong 
poets, must deny the importance of the influence of past poetry that has inspired them. 
The more overwhelming such influence is, the more extreme the denial goes. “Each 
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passion of quest” (Bloom, 13). But if deviation, to the extreme of denial, is a must for 
the later comers to transcend their forerunners and create themselves, or “find out 
where they are” (Bloom, 13), where should we house the canon and the heritage and 
how can we dismiss the artistic obsession with authenticity? 
Frank Chin has challenged Kingston with similar questioning. The old dispute 
between MHK and Frank Chin about cultural authenticity is now almost a classic 
classroom discussion in Asian American Literature courses. The argument starts with 
Chin’s accusation on MHK for distorting Chinese literature and other sources to cater 
to the white racist and thus reinforce the existing stereotypes, concluding that MHK is 
the fake Asian American writer who fails to convey an authentic Chinese American 
sensibility. Kingston has been responding to it with shifting or evolving answers. In an 
interview in 1993, Kingston refutes by declaring that instead of the only true text as 
claimed by Frank Chin, “there isn’t one frozen authentic version” (Sechachari, 202), 
because “every time you tell a story and every time you hear it, it’s different. So there 
isn’t one frozen authentic version; there are many, many authentic versions different 
from person to person” (Sechachari, 202).  
At this moment still no final answer is available for the authenticity question. 
Kingston’s protest to Chin and her justification of her unique literary quest, however, 
suggests a possible way out. The authenticity of artistic pursuit should be free of the 
rigid essential definition. By retelling a story, the teller introduces his own reading, or 
misreading, into the original story. Such reading/misreading disrupts the stasis and 
lentitude of the old story and thus enables the old story to continue in a new context. 
Preserving the old myths as the way they were may retain their original beauty as in 
the case of The Oval Portrait (of course the allusion of Poe’s story could be otherwise) 
and confirm the canon, alteration of the original ushers in the possibilities of new 
story, and even itself could become a necessary stimulus for the new development in 
literature and thus extends the canon. A deviated retelling revives and reinvents the 
old story. As justified by its creative power, retelling, in a sense, is entitled to the 
throne of artistic authenticity as well. So perhaps a wiser attitude would be to let go of 
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deviation/differences as well as the artist’s endeavor in introducing the difference, 
with “hearts and minds and eyes open” (Perry, 185) to judge critically where the 
readers are taken by the artists with such differences. 
 
1.1.2 The Authentic Voices: MHK’s Trilogy, TM and FID 
TM is the third the book of MHK, successor of Woman Warrior: Memoirs of A 
Girlhood Among Ghosts1in 1976 and China Men2 in 1980. MHK says that she had 
first conceived WW and CM as one huge book. But the women’s stories are 
“coherent” (Talbot, 12), and the men’s stories seem to “interfere” (Talbot, 12). So she 
took out the women part and published it separately as WW first. However, the three 
books of MHK could be considered as a consistent trilogy when it comes to the 
authenticity discussion. The three books work together to indicate MHK’s continuous 
efforts in recognizing difference. Just like what is mentioned by MHK, WW is a book 
about the feminist voice. It talks stories about the different yet authentic experience of 
at lease five women, namely the no name woman, the lengendary warrior Fa Mu Lan, 
Kingston herself in the childhood, the insane aunt, and Brave Orchid, Kingston’s 
mother. CM is a breakthrough on the creation of the author, as it attempts to claim the 
voices of the opposite gender. It tells the stories of four generations of Chinese 
American men in the protagonist’s family, namely, great-grand father Bak Goong who 
worked in the cane sugar plantations in Hawaii, grandfather Ah Goong who labored 
on the first transcontinental railroad, father who alternately owns and operates a 
laundry and gambling house, and the pacifist brother who teaches writing but is 
drafted to the Vietnam War. The narrative expands in the inclusion of different 
experiences, different voices, only to be succeeded by the double recognition of 
difference in TM. On the first level, TM pictures the protagonist’s recognition of other 
people’s voices. On the second level, it features the narrator’s recognition of the 
seemingly incompatible voice of the protagonist.  
The trip of the male protagonist in TM is a trip from his rejection and denial of 
                                                        
1 Hereinafter referred to as WW. 
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